JOKER & THE THIEF

GAME DETAILS

RTP: 95.51% - JOKERANDTHETHIEF3L7
94.52% - JOKERANDTHETHIEF0V3
90.02% - JOKERANDTHETHIEF1T7

Max Multiplier: 5,000x your bet
Reels: SuperSlice®
Paylines: 2-12 slices

Joker & The Thief is a uniquely exciting SuperSlice® game with a symbol collection mechanic that will test players’ nerve like no other. Winnings are not paid immediately, but are instead held in a temporary ‘Cash Stash’. At the same time, symbol collection meters fill up which, when filled after 6 wins, trigger free spins with win multipliers of up to 16x possible.

Players can collect their winnings or keep spinning to trigger free spins. But beware, if the nefarious Thief lands before they reach free spins, he will steal all of their winnings and reset the meters.

This is a game that creates tension and joy, that gives the player control, and guarantees dramatic experiences that players will love with wins of up to 5,000x.

GAME FEATURES

Symbol Collection Meters – There are 3 collection meters, one for each type of symbol (Lucy 7s, Gold Bars and Diamonds) each with 6 levels that increment each time a winning symbol is picked. The meters display the current cash out value, should you chose to collect. If you fill a meter, after 6 symbols are collected, then free spins is triggered. If, however, the Thief lands, the meters reset, and your winnings are lost.

BOS Free Spins – When triggered by collecting Diamonds, free spins is played with a 10x multiplier, or a 5x multiplier if triggered by collecting Lucky 7s. If all 3 meters were filled simultaneously, the multiplier is 16x. During free spins, the Thief acts to auto-collect your winnings from the Cash Stash, rather than stealing them, so the excitement comes from maximising your wins before the Thief appears. Free spins will continue until the Thief has collected your Cash Stash 8 times.

The Joker – The hero of the game, he acts as a wild to fill one level of all 3 collection meters whenever he is picked on the wheel, dramatically increasing your chances of reaching free spins and getting big wins.

Bonus Rush® - Why wait for the bonus round, rush straight into the action with Bonus Rush®. It’s simple, choose your bonus, set your desired bet and start the action. Once started the bonus game plays out directly.

Joker Boost – Give yourself an edge with this feature by doubling your stake to force the Joker to appear 5 times as often.

Certified for
SE, UK, FI, DE, NL, BE, NO,
AT, DK, CA, NZ, PL, SI, BR,
EE, CL, MT, LT, AR, LV, PT, ES, IT

Network Release date
March 9th